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Award Winning Shutters!

MADE IN CANADA

100%
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Another successful
Breakthrough in
design and
Functionality

IAN OWNED

The Industry Leader in Product Innovation
for Shutters, Shades and Blinds

Awards won from Window
Coverings Association of North
America for excellence in
innovation and quality

Maxxmar Window Fashions product assortment encompasses all major product categories ranging from our award winning shutters through our wide variety of
blinds, shades and shadings products. Our products combine the beauty and taste of different lifestyles and décor with the functionality and flexibility of operation
to suit any style of window covering design. Whether it be for a residential home, a cottage, a small office or a building complex we have products that will satisfy
the customer.
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The BEST light filtering, dim-out
and room darkening solution.

Inspired solutions...
for the way you live ™
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Continuing on in our goal of window covering innovation, we are excited to introduce our unique patent pending Perfect SunSET and Opera shades and shadings
program. This program allows for great versatility in light control and fabric selection across numerous product categories including Mira Vista Roller Shades and
Screens, Roman Shades and Pleated Shades as well as our design inspired Mandalay Dual Shade Collection. You need to see the product to truly appreciate its
innovative function and application possibilities.
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Introducing NEW, UNIQUE & INNOVATIVE Products!
Our newest products on the market Opera Screen, Opera Roman, Opera Dual and Perfect SunSET Shades with a
patent pending room darkening mechanism for the back fabric to achieve the perfect light control in any situation
in your home. This also acts as an energy saving device while still giving you all the best and different choices of
decoration for the inside of your home.

Innovation: What differentiates us from the others:
with the Revolutionary Opera Control System
(Patent Pending)

This is the only system that gives you the truly unique and perfect room darkening concept for this shade application.
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Opera Shade Control System
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(Patent Pending)

An industry first, our Patent Pending Opera system offers a truly unique and perfect room darkening shade. Its innovative design combines the beauty of a wide
assortment of elegant fabrics across a multitude of product categories with the functionality of a room darkening fabric. Together these shade combinations
provide the ultimate in light control and protection from the sunʼs damaging UV rays. Each shade is controlled independently, allowing the user maximum flexibility
while optimizing design options. Whether you choose to combine a sunscreen fabric from our Mira Vista roller shade collection to reduce glare in a kitchen or
sunroom, select a Dual Shade fabric from our Mandalay Alternative Shades to optimize view in a living room or a dining room or add a unique fabric from our
SunSET Shades collection to complete a stunning décor in a bedroom or a great room, the Opera system offers the latest in design choice. The sleek, fabric
wrapped cassette requires minimal mounting depth and a continual flow in your window. The latest in window covering design, the Opera system is what todaysʼ
consumer is asking for.

Revolutionary Opera Dual Shade Control System for Optimum Light Control and Privacy
(Patent Pending)
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Our Success: Quality and Innovation at a very affordable price!
www.maxxmar.com

Opera Dual Shade Control System with behind
room darkening fabric all the way up.
Front fabric in light filtering position.

Opera Dual Shade Control System with the back
room darkening fabric 1/3 way down.

www.maxxmar.com

Opera Dual Shade Control System with the back
room darkening fabric all the way down for
maximum privacy.

